Agents and Architects

WORSHIP AT WFU AND THE SCHOOL OF DIVINITY

Fostering agents of justice, reconciliation and compassion is our mission. Training architects of equity, hope, and healing is our purpose. Our chapel program convenes and equips agents and architects.

WAIT CHAPEL

Wait Chapel anchors our spirits. An iconic symbol on our campus and beyond, the steeple beckons and grounds those who feel anxiety and loneliness born of public health protocols.

SCHOOL OF DIVINITY

Our world needs thoughtful and wise religious leaders. Our communities need moral visionaries and effective communicators. The Art of Ministry connects students and ministry contexts. This connectional work articulates and instantiates visions of hope and healing in our troubled world.

THE QUESTIONS

> How do we sing, pray, mourn, and celebrate together, while being alone in our homes?
> How might we reimagine worship not predicated in physical space of the gathering of bodies?
> How do we connect intimately, nourish spiritually, and encourage ethically?

A DYNAMIC PLAN

1. Invite congregations to join us in designing biweekly virtual worship services from Wait Chapel that blend multiple communities into a coherent whole.
2. A Divinity student worship team leads reflection on the elements of each service. We can learn about worship traditions as well as virtual worship design and editing.
3. Students and clergy reflect together on sermon preparation and design.